As one of your constituents I wanted to voice my support for the passing of both the bill in support of PLA and the bill condemning blacklist sites. In regards to PLA, I believe in the utmost importance of ethical safe working conditions, especially for our workers at our own university and I would hope that my representatives in front of me also share my sentiments. PLA’s are extremely important to providing our construction workers with safe working conditions.

Regarding the condemning of blacklist sites and the support of secret ballots in situations where the potential usage of blacklist sites are a concern. I care about the safety of my as senate representatives and I fully support secret ballots when safety is a concern. I, as a constituent do not think that secret ballots abstract
democracy, I think that secret ballots are an efficient way to protect senators who might be in especially precarious situations regarding citizenship status, racial/ethnic identity, gender identity, sexual orientation etc.

These blacklisting sites, especially canary mission target marginalized students and dox students and faculty based on baseless claims. I can say from my own perusing of the website the bare minimum I’ve seen to be placed on canary mission is to be a part of Muslim Student Association, which again this website targets marginalized students solely based on their identity as a way to promote their prejudice, offensive views.